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MATHESON PETER ed the third reich and the christian
MATBESON
churches A documentary account of the christian resistance and
complicity during the nazi era grand rapids mich william B
eerdmans publishing co 1981 103 pp
ap 595
5.95 paperback
595
reviewed by douglas F tobler professor of history brigham young university

in the third reich and the christian churches peter matheson
has presented us with the first collection of documents in english on
the complex relationship between the christian churches and the
hitler regime even the subtitle A documentary account of the
christian resistance and complicity 1 I would have exchanged the
order of these last two nouns during the nazi era accurately reflects
the difficult and problematic nature of that relationship from the very
beginning even though some excellent english monographs john
conway the nazi persecution of the churches gunter lewy the
catholic church and nazi germany and more recently ernst C
helmreich the german churches under hitler with extensive use
of documentary material have been available for some time teachers
icionados generally will I1 think welcome an opporstudents and ajz
adz
aficionados
tunity to read this kind of a cross section of documents for themselves
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reviewers are justly warned to beware of being too critical of
what the author or in this case editor did not intend to do certainly in the choice of what to include and what to leave out there is
considerable room for differences of opinion and taste nevertheless
a suggestion or two may not be out of place
Math esons spectrum of representative documents for the two
mathesons
major churches evangelical and catholic together comprising over
ninety percent of the german population and for the specific
twelve year period seems adequate enough 1I cite the following ex1 the central office of the
cellent and informative selections
federation of protestant churches june 1933 memorandum which
vividly portrays the prevalent negative protestant opinion about life
and church life during the weimar years 2 the roman catholic
conference meeting with hitler 25 26 april 1933 where he
mesmerized catholic prelatess
prelates
pr elates while reaching for their jugular vein on
prelates
pr elates that he had
the jewish question hitler complained to the prelatess
frequently been reproached with opposition to christianity and the
reproach had hurt him deeply for he was absolutely convinced that
neither personal life nor the state could be built up without christi
tianity
he hitler had been attacked because of the handling
of the jewish question the catholic church had regarded the jews
the jews had been seen
15 00 years
as parasites for 1500
at that time thejews
for what they really were in the era of liberalism this danger had no
longer been seen 1I return to the previous period to what was done
for 1500 years p 20.
zangwills
wills
20
here one is reminded of israel Zang
sardonic comment that the jews are a frightened people nineteen
nervespl
nerves
centuries of christian love have broken down their nervest
nerves1pl1
3 rudolf hesss silencing of the churches 12 september 1938
Hit lers real attitude toward religion and the churches
where much of hitlers
hillers
is finally expressed semi
semipublicly
publicly to the gauleiters
other
documents there are sixty eight in all of equal significance could
be cited
but the collection is not quite complete it does not include
Hit lers early frank evaluations of christianity and the churches in
hillers
hitlers
mein kampfe
kampfo
kampfor his table talk and conversations with danzig mayor
neither of the denominations catholic or
hermann rauschning
protestant they are both the same has any future left at least not
for the germans fascism italian may perhaps make its peace with
the church in gods name I1 will do it too why not but that
israel zangwill

world new york the
the war
for the worldnew
wlarfor

macmillan company 1917

p 416
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wont stop me from stamping out christianity in germany root
and branch one is either a christian or a german you cant be
both 2 another possible inclusion is the infamous ordinance on

reichsgau
gau wartheland
religious associations and societies in the Reichs
War theland
13 september 1941
widely reviewed as the prototype for the
II was sucnazi church relationship of the future after world war 11
cessfully
cess fully over which would have effectively destroyed the traditional
churches as they had existed up to that time finally such a collection hardly seems complete without the stuttgart confession of october 1945 where protestants did public penance for their complicity
we accuse ourselves for not witnessing more courageously for not
praying more faithfully for not believing more joyously and for not
loving more ardently3
ardently3 the strugggle was over the evil had been
destroyed but the guilt remained
one improvement in this collection over comparable german
speaking anthologies is the inclusion of two documents concerning
the brutal treatment of the thejehovahs
jehovahs
hs witnesses by the nazis but
Jehova
perhaps a document or two on christian science the salvation army
mormons all like the
the new apostolic church or even the cormons
witnesses viewed as dangerous in gestapo reports but treated less
harshly would illuminate the manner in which the different sects
were perceived while at the same time rounding out the larger
church state question
more important than this representation of the sects however is
the need for an introductory essay to aid students and laymen the
presumed audience in understanding the larger setting of which the
documents are an integral part and for a brief synthetic analytical
epilogue where some of the important political and moral issues that
have been raised would be discussed the introduction for example
might well call the readers attention to the unhappy relationship of
the churches with the weimar republic to protestants many of the
republic s strongest supporters were godless liberals internationalists
tiona lists bolsheviks or worse catholics had similar concerns and
particularly lamented the failure of the vatican to achieve a
concordat with weimar germany similar to the 1929 agreement with
mussolini as a protection for their own believers and institutions
both catholics and protestants decried the german national humiliation since versailles the political weakness of the government and
moral decadence symbolized in berlins loose cabaret life against
rhe churches 195345
the
45 london
yohn S conway the nazi persecution ofthe
1933
1953
193345
odthe
of
1968 p 15
3ibid
bibid
ibid p 332

Wei
denfield & nicolson
weidenfield
zeidenfield
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lers national renewal
this background the seductiveness of Hit
hitlers
hillers
and positive christianity is more understandable such additional
information it seems to me would enhance the readers appreciation
of the documentary content and the actual historical circumstances at
the time and would preclude the ever tempting rush to judgment
finally this historical episode raises some of lifes big questions
especially for christians
what responsibilities do we and our
churches have in the political realm why did all the german christian churches do so little for the jews does this experience provide
us individual christians with any guidance for the moral and
political issues of our own time can todays christian churches continue their traditional fratricidal war in the face of secular challenges
potentially more destructive than hitler at what point may accommodation
mo dation with earthly powers constitute betrayal of the duty to be a
witness for christ matheson has undoubtedly thought about these
and other questions 1I would like to see a brief epilogue exploring
some of them neither facts nor documents ever speak completely for
themselves and being able to read his insights would not destroy our
own independence of mind
mormon readers will 1I believe find this collection of more than
usual interest the lessons for individual christians most certainly
apply to us but the experiences of the larger churches have taken on a
new meaning as the LDS church has become significant enough at
least in part of the world to exert an influence on some
political moral issues of our own day
politicalmoral
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